We are back with a brand-new edition of EC-Council's cyber brief with everything that we have created in Feb 2021. This cyber brief brings our blogs, presentations, infographics, and more on daily activities. The role of Network and System Operations Center (SOC) is a...
Threat intelligence teams are struggling to integrate external data with internal security telemetry.

Why is Ransomware Still a Problem?

Ransomware has been with us now for over 30 years. Let that sink in...

North Korea seems to be getting desperate to resolve the COVID-19 crisis even when the country has not yet officially reported any positive cases...

North Korea Accused by its Southern Counterpart for Cyberattack on Pfizer

It seems like Clubhouse, a popular invite-only audio chat app, ran into serious pressure...

Is Clubhouse App Leaking Users’ Sensitive Data to Chinese Govt?

The U.K. government revealed the Digital Identity Trust Framework to set-up new policies and...

U.K. Govt Introduces Digital Identity Trust Framework

Chat service provider WhatsApp and its competitors like Telegram have always maintained that their products provide...

This Vulnerability made WhatsApp and Telegram Account Takeover Possible: Check Point

From multiple data breaches to a series of celebrity account hacks, social networking giant Twitter suffered many challenges last year...

Twitter Discloses Four Networks of State-affiliated Information Operations

30,000 Macs Affected by “Silver Sparrow” Mystery Malware

EC-Council Unveils the Certified Ethical Hacker Hall of Fame 2021

EC-Council, the world’s leading global cybersecurity certification body, today announced...